From 1989 to 2014, CMC has built a welcoming and inclusive community dedicated to transforming lives.

**THEN**

1989
The Sisters of Mercy open CMC with $4,000 in seed money, gifts from Mercy Medical Center, the Hall-Perrine Foundation and community donors.

1990
In the first year, 16 women study and one receives her GED.

1994
Move from “the house on stilts” to our current location on 4th Avenue SE.

1996
The Education Program adds English language instruction to the Education Program. Today, 92% of students come to the Center to learn English.

1999
The Housing Program has two staff who help women find and maintain stable housing.

**NOW**

2014
Sisters of Mercy West-Midwest and Mercy Medical Center are recognized for 25 years of support.

2013
Four specialized staff address the many issues that led to a woman’s homelessness.

2010
The CMC endowment reaches $1 million.

2008
The Housing Program implements services specifically designed for women. Since 1989, the Program has helped more than 600 women.

2001–2003
CMC hires an Immigrant/Refugee coordinator and adds citizenship preparation classes. Since then, 158 CMC students have become citizens.
The Year in Review
Paula Land, Executive Director

Twenty five years is a milestone— one we can look at with great pride and a sense of accomplishment. In 1989, our founders, the Sisters of Mercy, did their homework and developed the Catherine McAuley Center’s core services based on the needs in our community. They made this critical investment so that CMC would be relevant over the long term. In FY14, we’ve seen evidence that our services are still in demand today. The number of students increased by 17% last year, and our residents are facing issues that provide greater challenges to overcome. To address these needs, we continue to make investments to position us into the future.

This past year, we upgraded our database and technology to improve staff efficiency and allow for better communication with our volunteers, donors, and partners. New signs on and around the building are providing more visibility. Our remodeled learning kitchen, accomplished solely through contributions and volunteers, is an investment in the Transitional Housing program residents. Recently completed are grant-funded projects to replace carpeting on the main level and throughout one of the houses. To avoid interruption in services, CMC used space donated by Mercy Medical Center for three weeks while the Center got a facelift.

The space in our current location is not adequate to meet all of our program needs. We are grateful for our community partners who support the mission by offering additional space for our programs. A 17% increase in the number of students was in large part because we are able serve additional students at off-site partner locations in the community. (See page 4–5 for more about our community partners). With a growth in student numbers comes an increase in volunteers. We are investing in our human resources by committing to offering the highest quality experience for volunteers through Service Enterprise. (See page 8 for more about this project). Because we value our volunteers, the CMC Volunteer Coordinator is now a full-time employee. Finally, to keep pace with our expanding programs, we hired a part-time grants coordinator who is helping us to secure the necessary funding to continue investing in the Catherine McAuley Center mission.

As we look back over the past 25 years, we marvel at the dedication and support of individuals and community who have believed in the people who want a better life. To honor their efforts, we strive each day to improve the quality of the Catherine McAuley Center and our services. Thank you for your continued support today and in the years to come. Here’s to the next 25!

Catherine McAuley Center Board of Directors

President: Joan McVay, Farmers State Bank
President-Elect: John Chaimov, Coe College
Treasurer: John Gilson, Rockwell Collins
Secretary: Michele Brock, Amperage
Past President: Maureen Kenney, Bradley and Riley PC
Martha Barry, Community Volunteer
Sr. Annette Fiala, RSM, Sisters of Mercy West-Midwest Community
Brian Globokar, Hills Bank and Trust Company
Julia Hawkins, Holmes Murphy & Associates
Todd Holverson, Collins Community Credit Union
Larry Maiers, Community Volunteer
Sr. Peg Murphy, RSM, Mercy Medical Center
Ramadhan Muzo, Cedar Rapids Community Schools
Sr. Susan O’Connor, RSM, Mercy Medical Center
Steve Ovel, Kirkwood Community College
Tom Podzimek, Benchmark Construction
Joanne Stevens, NAI Iowa Realty Commercial
Ann Sullivan, Community Volunteer
Cheryl Tabarella-Redd, Mount Mercy University
Sr. Mary Lou Podzimek, RSM, Liaison to Sisters of Mercy West Midwest
Paula Land, Executive Director, Catherine McAuley Center, Ex-Officio Member

Appreciation to board members who also served during FY14
Sarah Watson
Melissa Pence
The late Sher Jasperse
Investing in Infrastructure
Investing in our infrastructure was a focus for FY14. With a kick start from a grant to replace flooring in our housing program and a grant to help us realize our vision for a Transitional Housing learning kitchen, we increased our assets in buildings and improvements by $43,513. This was due in large part because of donations of services and equipment from our generous community. When including improvements in our technology, our equipment and furnishing assets also increased by $37,618.

Endowment Continues to Grow
Our Endowment Committee meets quarterly for the purpose of reviewing fund performance, conformance with the Investment Policy, asset allocations, the U.S. and global economy, and the Center’s short and long term needs. The committee is comprised of seasoned investment and financial regulatory professionals, as well as members of the Center’s Board, staff, and Sisters of Mercy. The fund has performed well relative to the indices used to measure its performance while maintaining a sound risk profile. It has provided operating funds per the Board’s request and has continued to grow for long term needs.

Investing in the Future
As we finish our 25th year, we thank you for your investments in our programming and continue our promise to be good stewards of your future donations as an investment in the future of CMC.

Catherine McAuley Center Staff FY14
Paula Land, Executive Director
Sheila Landers, Finance Manager
Nicki Ross, Development & Communications Manager
Tina Gossman, Volunteer Coordinator
Christina White, Operations Coordinator
Marissa Haas, Grants Coordinator
Jennifer Tibbetts, Housing Program Manager
Malory Dreassler, Housing Program Coordinator
Alyssa Drury, Women’s Counselor
Chelsea DeLarm, Support Services Coordinator
Wendy Arnold–Rodriguez, Education Program Manager
Greg White, Immigrant/Refugee Coordinator
Michala Price, Education Program Coordinator
Sherryl Gaffney-Paige, Education Program Coordinator
Tsega Hable, Custodial Staff

Staff who also served in FY14
Amelia Waddle, Administrative Coordinator
The late Sher Jasperse, Grant Writer

The Catherine McAuley Center: where people embrace opportunities to better themselves, their families, and their communities.

What does “betterment” look like for students and residents? It looks like transformation. This is my reply when asked what the Catherine McAuley Center does. It is what the organization and those dedicated to it have been doing for 25 years. Staff and volunteers are helping individuals to become self-sufficient by providing the kinds of opportunities that we often take for granted: the support of our family, basic education and skill-building, a safe place to live, a helping hand. When they can overcome barriers and become successful, they can change their own lives and that of their families as well.

At CMC there is a space for change, for learning, and for betterment for volunteers, staff, and donors, as well. My first experience with the Catherine McAuley Center was when I was asked to join the Finance Committee four years ago. Since that time I have moved on to a Board of Directors’ seat. Through that experience, I have truly come to appreciate the impact the Center has on the lives of so many. To be a part of this, to serve on the board and now as President for FY15, has been an honor.

Creating opportunities for transformation can’t be done without your help. I ask you to see what you can offer, whether it’s a financial gift, giving your time as a tutor or committee member, or collecting items for the food and hygiene pantry. You’ll be glad you embraced the opportunity to be a part of the Center and part of the transformations that happen here every day. I know I am.
“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”
Helen Keller

Just as the Sisters of Mercy knew in 1989, we know, today, that we can’t do it alone. It takes a community of volunteers, donors, and partners. In the past two years, we’ve expanded our collaborations with many new partners, ensuring that we are making the most of our community resources and meeting even more needs for those we serve.

Financial Literacy Skills
Helping our residents and students achieve financial stability takes many partners. IowaWorks offers a virtual access point with two on-site computers for resume building, job searching, and basic computer skills. The Housing Program is in the third year of partnership with Mount Mercy University ENACTUS, a student group that offers job skills and resume workshops and purchases professional clothing for each resident in the program. The Education Program partnered with Guaranty Bank to provide a financial literacy class for students to learn about the U.S. banking system, credit, and how to avoid fraud and I.D. theft.

Health and Nutrition
Addressing health issues and developing good nutrition habits is a priority for many women in the Housing Program. In FY14, the Eastern Iowa Health Center offered financial assistance and referrals for CMC residents who lost teeth or needed dental work as a result of domestic violence. For a decade, the nurses in training at the Mount Mercy Nursing Department have provided group health classes for residents and flu shots for students and residents. With the incredible support from the Soroptimists of Cedar Rapids/Marion and several businesses and community volunteers, the Transitional Housing learning kitchen was completed in February, 2014. In the coming year, CMC will partner with ISU Extension, Master Gardeners, and Feed Iowa First to help with the garden and provide classes on how to prepare fresh fruits and vegetables.

Meeting Increasing Needs of Students
In FY14, the Center partnered with the Cedar Rapids Downtown Library, Hiawatha Library, Prairiewoods and the Coe College Writing Lab for additional tutoring space. Through these partnerships, CMC was able to provide 636 hours of study. Additionally, CMC staff refers students to Kirkwood Community College Resource Center for additional free ESL classes, taking the High School Equivalency Test (HiSET), and applying for the Gap Tuition Assistance Program. When students are ready, they are also referred to the main Kirkwood campus for English Language Acquisition intensive college credit courses so they can continue on to post-secondary education.
109 individuals were supported by CMC’s Immigrant/Refugee coordinator and connected with community resources.

82 parents were provided 277 hours of free childcare during their tutor sessions.

45% of students reported earning more income since studying at CMC.

Helping women build skills to move out of poverty:

41% of residents doubled their monthly income from intake to exit.

157 group classes connected residents to skill-building opportunities, double the number from last year.

Continuing need for mental health/substance abuse services:

“During my 14 month stay at CMC, I experienced tremendous internal growth … through various tools implemented by the program. I was able to recognize my strengths and weaknesses, and to learn from my mistakes, rather than punish myself for them.

Jeannie, former resident.

Mental health assessments show residents have experienced significant trauma that correlates to poor health, early death/suicide, and difficulty maintaining employment, housing, and healthy relationships.

100% of residents were diagnosed with either mental health disorders or substance abuse issues, or both, and accessed a total of 705 hours of on-site counseling.

Giving additional time and support through Aftercare:

Residents who successfully completed programming stayed at the Center for an average of 14 months.

8 of 9 women who participated in Aftercare services maintained their housing six months or longer.
Stories of Transformation

We at CMC dream of the day when we have accomplished our mission for everyone in our community, and our services are no longer needed. The day we eliminate community need may be far into the future, but for individuals, we accomplish this goal every year. While at CMC, residents and students gain skills and work towards the transformation that enables them to be more independent, more confident, and more engaged in our community. Thanks to the professionalism of our staff, the dedication of over 600 volunteers, and the incredible monetary support provided by our donors and community, we do our part to meet individuals’ needs every day. However, it is the dedication and hard work of the individuals who receive services that truly make their achievements possible. CMC residents and students have shared stories of their success, bringing to light how very important CMC’s programs continue to be for those in our community.

Community: “CMC instantly began changing my perspective from the very moment I arrived. I was greeted warmly, with open arms, and introduced to a powerfully overwhelming sense of safety, acceptance, and empowerment. I witnessed people being kind to one another, being of service to each other, as well as their community, and wanted to become a part of it. The ‘spirit of giving’ was instilled in me during my stay at CMC and will forever remain in my heart. It is now my life’s mission to be of service in any way I can, and to GIVE BACK to the program that gave me my life back.”

Jeannie, resident

Parenting: Two-thirds of CMC students are parents, and not being able to speak English presents a unique challenge in their efforts to communicate with teachers, doctors, and other service providers. Hyeonmi studied at CMC for seven years and experienced this struggle when she first came to the U.S. “My first day here, I could only say in English ‘hello, how are you, yes, or no’. I mostly guessed what people were saying to me. I wasn’t able to communicate well. I was a housewife, but I needed to interact with people for my boys’ school life. I have two boys, 13 and 9 years old. My strongest motivation to study English was when I realized that nobody was there for my boys. CMC provided me not only tutors for my English, but also gave me confidence and courage.”

Hyeonmi, Housing resident
A Home: “To some people, these just might look like an ordinary set of keys. But for a long, long time in my life, I never had keys to anything. When I came to the Center I was given keys to shelter and a place to lay my head. I laid my head there and felt safe for many months until I was able to get on my feet. Now, there are two more keys on my key chain, a key to my mailbox and my new apartment. I really couldn’t have any of these keys without the help, understanding, and love that I received at the Catherine McAuley Center.”
—Kim, resident

Confidence: After moving to the U.S. from Hanoi with her husband, Linh (left), who had never been outside of Vietnam, was afraid to speak English until she came to the Center. Of her experience at the Center, Linh says, “My English teacher and the staff in this Center were very helpful in making me feel more comfortable speaking English. With their guidance and encouragement, I started to branch out. Now I can talk to American people and write in English with more confidence.” Linh recently completed her MBA at Mount Mercy University.

A Sense of Self: Jessica came to the Catherine McAuley Center at the age of 18, having experienced trauma and homelessness, lacking confidence in herself and her voice. With professional counseling and daily support from program staff, she was able to build confidence. Jessica (left) re-enrolled in high school, and with the continued support she needed, graduated with a high school diploma. Now, Jessica has developed the confidence and self-respect to recognize her own potential, stand up for herself, and work towards her goals.

Employment: “I have seen students grow in their English and that has helped them in their work. One of my students was a young man who at his factory was the most bilingual member of the team, management included; he was a go-between for his workers, his coworkers and his management. He was the most fluent in both languages, and able to make a better work environment for himself, management, and his coworkers, who spoke Spanish. It was truly a beautiful thing to hear him talk about that and know that his confidence in English was acquired at CMC.”
Mike Wilhelm, tutor
VOLUNTEERS INVESTING TIME IN CMC

“Everyone can be great because anyone can serve. You don’t have to have a college degree to serve... You only need a heart full of grace. A soul generated by love.”

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Service Enterprise

By Ann Sullivan, CMC Board Member and tutor

A Service Enterprise is a non-profit organization that both values and effectively engages volunteers to meet the core mission of the organization. In January, Paula, Tina, and I began the process that will lead the Catherine McAuley Center to receive that designation.

We were given the chance to look at CMC, evaluate what was working for us, and dream about what could make our good organization even better. Clearly, with 600 volunteers a year serving the equivalent of six full-time staff members, volunteers are critical to our mission.

Did You Know?

The service hours dedicated by volunteer tutors were equivalent to the work of an additional 4 full-time staff.

There are eight characteristics that are consistent and critical practices for all non-profit Service Enterprises. In our preliminary diagnostic report, we were pleased to score in the satisfactory range in all eight areas. But that doesn’t mean we have nothing to do!

The training was rigorous but rewarding. We read case studies from already-certified Service Enterprises, and we brainstormed ideas with other local organizations. On our own, we spent many constructive hours discussing creative ways to recruit, engage and retain volunteers.

During the four months of training, the team began writing goals and action plans to improve our effectiveness in all areas. This required much patience, but we are already celebrating success in several areas.

- We are beginning to use our new data system. This will make volunteer tracking easier and communication more effective.
- An Outreach Team has been trained to inform the public about CMC through presentations and volunteer fairs at businesses and colleges.
- A more comprehensive list of volunteer opportunities has been generated, which especially addresses the volunteer who wants to help but can’t make a weekly commitment.

I look forward to the work ahead. As we continue to set and reach our goals, the Catherine McAuley Center will just keep getting better.

Note: Service Enterprises are certified through the national nonprofit Points of Light. This opportunity was provided by the United Way of East Central Iowa and the Iowa Commission on Volunteer Service.
Local Businesses Give Back

by Tina Gosman, Volunteer Coordinator

This year we’ve seen a rise in local business group volunteerism, covering tasks from stocking the food pantry to one-day projects. The Weitz Company sends their staff to the Center weekly to stock the food pantry and helped us set up for Movin’ for McAuley. In April, we hosted three United Way “Day of Caring” projects with Target, Transamerica, and GE Capital. Volunteers from five eastern Iowa Target stores did some major spring cleaning. Transamerica rallied the troops to paint porches at both transitional houses. General Mills and GE Capital sent a total of 32 volunteers for nine hours to tackle three construction projects. They not only contributed their staff and tools, but also donated the more than $800 in supplies to build shelves, benches, and room partitions.

We continue to be amazed by the sense of service in our community and are looking forward to working with more businesses in the coming year!

Does your company support community volunteerism? Come volunteer together at the Center. Contact me at 319-731-0446 or send me an email at tina@cmc-cr.org.

Did You Know?

28% of volunteers do more than one job at CMC.

Number of Volunteers by Project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Type</th>
<th>Number of Volunteers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tutors</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Projects</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board/Committee</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In FY14, 634 CMC volunteers gave 14,230 hours of their time, a 24% increase in service hours from FY13!

Did You Know?
The Transitional Housing kitchen remodel took more than 50 volunteers nearly 400 hours to complete.

Kitchen Committee member, Karen Vlasek, kicks off demo.
FY14 Volunteers

**Floyd Sandford and Sr. Rita Heires were honored with the 2014 Governor’s Volunteer Award for their work at CMC.**

Aaron Ackman  
Jodie Albrecht  
Sheri Albrecht  
Suzanne Alexander  
Karsyn Allen  
Ann Alliger  
Americorp  
Jeanne Amosson  
Tom Amosson*  
Bill Anderson*  
Doug Anderson  
Douglas Anderson  
Joan Anderson  
Phyllis Anderson  
Kathryn Appel  
Ar-Jay Center  
ASAC  
Richard Baida  
Bethany Baker  
Tim Barber  
Linda Barnes  
Patty Barnes  
Kathryn Barr  
Martha Barry  
Thomas Bart  
Marsha Barta  
Aaron Bartels  
Sydney Bean  
Kelli Beavers  
Tara Beck  
Dianne Becker  
Esther Behuninima  
Amanda Benedict  
Gary Bentrim  
Jasmine Bertram  
Julia Bickel  
Jane Biddick*  
Kathlyn Bishop  
Sophie Blake  
Mark Blazer  
Allan Blessing  
James Michael Bloomberg  
Kimberly Boche  
Margie Bodenstein  
Don Boekhoff  
Nathan Borrett*  
Jason Boyles  
Mary Bradley  
Rachel Brady  
Brecke Mechanical  
Contractors  
Shelby Brewer  
Michele Brock  
Samantha Brooks  
Kesha Brown  
Latia Brown  
Miles Brugh  
Alena Brunius  
John Buckeider  
Tom Buckeister  
Robert Buckley  
Mind Bucklin  
Morgan Budde  
Angela Bulman  
Jessica Burdick  
Harrison Burgess  
Mason Burken  
Michelle Buseman*  
Rose Anne Busha  
Christiana Cabrera  
Mary Campbell  
Rainero Candelana  
Chris Carlson  
Jane Carlson  
Dan Carney  
Kelly Carstens  
Pam Carstens  
Josh Casey  
Robert Cataldo  
Cedar Rapids Economic  
Alliance  
Cedar Rapids Roller Girls  
John Chalmev  
John-Paul Chaisson-  
Josip Družišanec  
Dubuque Plumbing and  
Heating  
Katie Dudak*  
Monica Dunbar  
Larry Dunn  
Wendi Dunn  
James Dunigan  
Randy Dusil  
Jaye Dvork  
Madison Ehret  
Nexia Elta  
Kaitlyn Ellis  
Melissa Ellis  
Sr. Helen Etchemendy  
ENACTUS-MMU  
Wayne Engle  
Christin Erdman  
Barrie Ernst  
David Ernst  
Tresa Ertem  
Sam Esch  
Beth Eynan  
Melody Faik  
Pat Falconio  
Krist Feldman  
Ali Felman  
Victoria Fernandez  
Ashten Ferring  
Jeff Ferring  
Saylor Ferring  
Sloane Ferring  
James Fetters  
Sr. Annette Fiala  
Sandy Fiegen  
Dawn Fink  
Naomi Fisher  
Bill Fletcher  
Zek Flick  
Riverview Center  
Jill Ford  
Alyssa Foster  
Kayla Fountain  
Andrew Fox  
Jeff Freeze  
Anna Frey  
F.Tessa Frisien  
Amanda Frost  
Nick Gaeta  
Dennis Gallagher  
Dianne Garber  
Crystal Garcia  
Kimberly Gardner  
Ryan Gardner  
Cynthia Gates  
GE Capital  
General Mills  
Arc of East Central Iowa  
Grant Wood AEA  
Irvin Gerks  
Rita Gervais  
Mary Gesing  
Bob Geuder*  
Nathan Gillespie  
Sarah Gilgo  
John Gilson  
Girl Scouts  
Brian Globokar  
Annette Geater  
Mike Geater  
Deidre Gomm*  
Rick Gonzalez  
Christine Goodwin  
Ally Gossman  
Danae Gossman  
Tina Gossman  
Eric Gould  
Mary Grace  
Bill Graham  
Melissa Grant  
Heather Griffith  
Susanne Griggs  
Viviana Guajardo  
Guaranty Bank & Trust  
Marissa Haas*  
HACAP  
Kayley Hakeman  
Colton Lee Hale  
Kathy Hall  
Megan Hall  
Zachary Hall  
Kay Halloran  
Mike Hamlin  
Bill Hanes  
Sarah Hannes  
Kyle Hanschman  
Jerry Hanselman  
Allison Hansen  
Kayla Hanson  
Cecelia Harmeyer  
Matt Harmon  
Carmen Harrington  
Sharon Harris  
Clara Harrison  
Tyler Hartley  
Carol Hartman  
Mark Hartung  
Julia Hawkins  
Sade Head  
Sr. Anne Healy  
Sr. Rita Heires**  
Connie Hellenthal  
Betty Helmlich  
Benson Hepper Design  
Sean Herder  
Danielle Herring  
Jacob Hessenius  
Bianca Hicks  
John Hill  
Kimberly Hillyard  
mathew himschoot  
Grace Hiserote  
Ebbie Hodes  
Kellie Hoffman  
Mackenzie Holladay  
Devon Holmes  
Todd Holland  
Andrew Hooper  
Jamie Hoovik  
Khiry Hopkins  
Kathy Horan  
Scott Horch  
Steve Hostert  
Virginia Hunstad  
Sam Hunter  
Jean Husman  
Karla Ice  
Nita Imani  
iowaWORKS  
Robyn Ireland  
Marion Jacobs  
Sher Jasperse  
Jennifer Jentz  
Molly Johnson McCormick  
Brandon Johnson  
Gwendolyn Johnson  
Jill Johnson  
John Johnson  
Kelly Johnson  
Michael Johnson  
Patrick Johnson  
Rima Johnson  
Terri Johnson  
Zachary Johnson
*Indicates volunteers who served more than 100 hours this year. A special thank you to these dedicated individuals.

Megan Jonas
Johnathon Jones
Marilene Julich
Dolores Kaiden*
Irene Kain
Martha Kane
Jami Keeton
Matthew Keister
Derek Kemble
Katie Kennedy*
Maureen Kenney
Rose Mary Kerschenske*
Todd Kerska
David Keeler
Stephanie Khairallah
Eugeniya Khakhalova
Abbey Kilburg
Jami Keeton
Johnathon Jones
Tanner Lehr
Terry Larson
Tiffany Kuennen
Todd Kerska
Amanda Koeppen
Ann Kleman
Celine Klosterman
Melissa Knot
David Knuth
Amanda Keoppen
Casey Kotolziejczyk
Mary Kopecky
Monica Kordick
Ashley Koroed
Eli Krambeer
Kori Kremer
Sandy Kruger
Tiffany Kuenenn
Del LaGrange*
Emily LaGrange
Jill LaGrange
Calvin Landrum
Mike Langheim*
Kathryn Lanius
Andy Larson
Briana Larson
Terry Larson
LaSalle Middle School
Quy Le
Amy Lee
Tanner Lehr
James LeMaster
Katelyn Leonardo
Wesley Lack
Elizabeth Liddell
John Locher
James Loehrlein
Myrna Loehrlein
Derek Leffer
Patricia Lopez
Grant Luebe
John MacKinnon
Peter Madson
Larry Maiers
Betty Mallie*
Joseph Mallie
Zak Manes
Izabela Mangin
Hannah Manson
Chloe March
Peter March
Tammy March
Marion High School
Mollie Markham
Jenna Martin
Jade Mass
James Mator
Helga McCabe
Alice McCabe
Michael McCabe
Gen McCreary
Ryan McCreary
Brendan McCormick
Emna McCormick
Quinn McCormick
Clint Mcdaniel
Sean McElmiesz
Claire McGuire
Barbara McNalley
Cameron McLendon
Jean McMenih
Stephen McTier
Joan McVay
Bradandy Meador
Geoff Mechat
Ed Meisner
Jane Melloy
Lyndsay Meran
Merry Medical Center
Susie Merrifield
Laura Michelle
Sarah Mickam
Kaiiin Mience
Sheri Miksch
Rose Milden
Jon Mitten
Alaina Miller
Judy Miller
Patricia Miller
Rose Miller
Melissa Minor
Linda Minor
Kristina Mione
Rebecca Mitchell*
Violet Miyagama
Modern Piping
Courtney Mohr
Lauryn Montuero
Kimberly Moorman
Zakary Morgan
Styla Morrow
James Moses
Mount Mercy University
Victor Mujica
Richard Mulholland
Sr. Peg Murphy
Diana Musgrove
Ramadhan Muco
Abigail Myers
Micah Nardini
Jenna Neerad
Mitchell Nelson
Meghan Nelson
Valerie Neubauer*
New Life Community Church
Casey Newhard
Linh Nguyen
Stephen Nilsen
Michelle Noonan
Kathleen Nordie
Mary Norton
Jenny Null
Andrea Nus
Cynthia Nye
Barbara Oakland
Dennis O'Brien
Susan O'Connor
Lauren O'Leary
Ethan Olson
Myron Olson
Dundre Osborne
Taylor O'Shea
Steven Ovel
Steve Jr. Overbeck
Elaine Oxenford
Grace Parrish
Samantha Patterson
Ellyn Paulus
John Peloquin
Lisa Peloquin
Bob Pence
Melissa Pence
Jeff Penning
Seth R Penning
Ann Peraud-Cooke
Kimberly Pfeboon
Al Peremsky
Sarah Perkins
Deborah Persaud
Stephanie Persaud
Paul Phelan
Northan Pilcher
Barbara Pilot
Al Pink
John Pint
Sydney Pitsick
Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 125
Ryan Plummer
Sr. Mary Lou Podzimek
Tomas Podzimek*
Craig Poppe
Rochell Potter
Darla Prabel
Prairie High School Madison Price
Madison Price
Bennie Primrose
Michael Pritchett
Sarah Putthoff
Henry Pye
Dawn Radack
Nandan Raghavan
Chris Rainback
Bianca Ramirez-Chavez
Tyler Ramos
Christina Randall
Jody Randall
Mary Rasmussen
Angela Raue
Susana R'Connor
Leann Debrich
Laura O'Leary
Ethan Olson
Myron Olson
Dundre Osborne
Taylor O'Shea
Ryan Reinhart
Zeina Reisch
Ruby Rice
Kathleen Riffe
Kellie Roberts
Deanne Robinson
Liberty Robinson
Alex Rodriguez
Claudia Rodriguez
Allison L Roe
Katie Roemerman
Paul Ronan
Kristen Roppolo
Bill Rosberg
Merilee Rosberg
Wendy Ross
Cyrus Ross
Forrest Ross
Conner Roth
Anna Rubsam
Amy Russell
Shellie Ryan
Zach Sable
Floyd Sandford**
Pat Sanford
Amandas Schott
Dorunda Schlie
Brooke Schmitz
Alex Scholl
Bill Schoon
Joyce Schoon
Ryan Schrimper
Liz Schroeder
Amy Schweke
J.J. Schwanen
Kelly Scott
Kristen Scott
Levi Scott
Megan Scott
Ariel Sebastian
Bruce Seehusen
Laura Semprini
Mike Sepulveda
Brenna Servin
Kathryn Shaffer
Mary Sharp
Steven Shepherd
Katherine Sheyko
Adam Shouse
Amy Shover
Sara Singleton
Pierce Skalla
Karen Skalsky
Makenzie Skrabal
Teresa Smith
Linda Sajka-Puman
Amanda Sommerfledt
Joe Sorensen
Monica Soto
Michele Sparrowgrove
Janey Spratt
Alex Springer
St. Elizabeth Ann Seaton
Jean Steinmetz
Gina Sterk
Dalton Stevens
Joanne Stevens
Mekaylah Stevens
Rachel Stevens
Linda Stoll
Diana Strahan
Cheryl Stramel
Steven Strope
Jaquline Strother
Martha Suarez-Young
Carol Sudmeier
Ann Sullivan*
Dee Sullivan
Miting Sun
Elisabeth Swain
Gloria Swann
Cheryl Tabarella-Redd
Megan Tabor
Mary Tarbox
Target
Karen Taylor
Scott Taylor
Sheila Tedrow
Diane Teig
Mike Tertinger
The Tapestry
Antonio Thomas
Brian Thomas
Tracey Thomas
Dara Thompson
James Thompson
Kayla Thurn
Lynn Tienman
Nicholas Timm
Vibiana Tinjic
Esaie Toingar
Lynn Tiemann
Kathleen Riffe
Kathryn Shaffer
Mary Sharp
Jane Shepherd
Katherine Sheyko
Adam Shouse
Amy Shover
LaDon Singleton
Katherine Sherron
St. Elizabeth Ann Seaton
Jean Steinmetz
Gina Sterk
Dalton Stevens
Joanne Stevens
Mekaylah Stevens
Rachel Stevens
Linda Stoll
Diana Strahan
Cheryl Stramel
Steven Strope
Jaquline Strother
Martha Suarez-Young
Carol Sudmeier
Ann Sullivan*
Dee Sullivan
Miting Sun
Elisabeth Swain
Gloria Swann
Cheryl Tabarella-Redd
Megan Tabor
Mary Tarbox
Target
Karen Taylor
Scott Taylor
Sheila Tedrow
Diane Teig
Mike Tertinger
The Tapestry
Antonio Thomas
Brian Thomas
Tracey Thomas
Dara Thompson
James Thompson
Kayla Thurn
Lynn Tienman
Nicholas Timm
Vibiana Tinjic
Esaie Toingar
Patricia Tomim
Melissa Torner
Transamerica
Bob Tribuno
Shirley Tudor
James Tursi
John Ulmer
FY14 Grants

- Bank of the West
- Community Development Block Grant
- Dollar General Literacy Foundation
- Emergency Solutions Grant Program
- Emergency Food and Shelter Grant
- Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration Ministry Fund
- Giacoletto Foundation
- Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation (GCRCF)
- GCRCF—Great America Leasing
- GCRCF—World Class Industries
- Housing Fund for Linn County
- International Paper Foundation
- John P. & Lawrence J. Giacoletto Foundation
- Rockwell Collins Latino Network
- Rockwell Collins Women’s Forum
- Sisters of Mercy West Midwest – Mercy Ministries
- Soroptimist International
- Toyota Financial Services Center
- United Way of East Central Iowa
- Witwer Trust

Thank You In-Kind Donors

In addition to our financial contributors, many give in-kind gifts of items that CMC would otherwise need to purchase. These gifts enable us to make the best use of our financial resources.
Companions in Mercy
$25,000 or more
COG City of Cedar Rapids Emergency Shelter Grant Program
Gerald Knox
Sisters of Mercy West Midwest
United Way of East Central Iowa

Companions in Hope
$10,000 – $24,999
Dollar General Literacy Foundation
Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation
Housing Fund for Linn County

Companions in Strength
$5,000 – $9,999
M. Paul & Glennys Brimmer Foundation
FSPA Ministry Fund
John P. & Lawrence J. Giacoletto Foundation
GCRCF- Great America Leasing
International Paper Foundation
Joanne Stevens

Companions in Hospitality
$2,500 – $4,999
Emergency Food and Shelter Grant
Fermata Charitable Foundation
GCRCF- World Class Industries
Daryl Julich
R. Allen and Jean Millen Rehde Family Charitable Foundation
Solen-Andreas Foundation
St. Pius X Church
Witvree Trust

Companions in Compassion
$1,000 – $2,499
Ruth Altermatt
Jeanne and Tom Amossen
Gary Anderson
Bank of the West
Michele and Doug Brock
Cedar Rapids Roller Girls
Charitable Trust
Cindy and Michael Dunn
Rex and Kathy Ene
Mary Hagen
Laurie and William Hamen
Julia and Gary Hawkins
Sr. Anne Healy
George and Nancy Jepsen
Steve and Carol Kadlec
Ann and Timothy Kortemeier
Sr. Rose Mary Kocera
Linn County Sleep Out for Homeless
Bruce and Judy McGrath
Joan McKay
Gretchen and Fritz Melberg*
Mercy Medical Center Employees
Mount Mercy University
PediCare Center PC
Henry and Jill Reicks
Rockwell Collins Women’s Forum/Lifetime Network
Paul and Zora Ronan
Sara and James Sauter
Jeffrey and Kathleen Schumacher
St. Jude Catholic Church
St. Mark’s Lutheran Church
St. Mary Church
Eleanor Streletzky
Carol Sudmeier
Drs. Mary Tarbox and Bob Nicholson
Anita Terpstra
Susan Thayer
Susan Torbett
Transamerica
Toyota Financial Services Center
Unity Center of Cedar Rapids

Companions in Peace
$500 – $999
Patrick and Judith Baird Banklowa
Jim Barger*
Theodora and Jean Boudreau
Jim and Mary Bradley
Carl and Jim Berger
John Chaimov and Jenny Schultz
Allan Cooke
Jack and Billie Cosgrove
Eric and Amy Engelmann
Geenoth
Jim and Stacey Gibson
William and Monica Goeddel
Paul Hagen
Cecilia and Charles Harmer
Margaret Haupt
Jim and Mona Hayes
Rebecca Hayes and James Ikes
Steve and Kay Jackson
Robert and Judy Jaeger
Drs. Mary Kemen and Brian Randall
Laura and John Lecher
Marathon Glass and Mirrors
Molly Johnson McCormick, Emma, and Quinn McCormick
Mary and Dennis Miller
Bill and Vickie Ozburn
Gayle Sopuck
Jim and Ann Sullivan
St. Wencelaus Church
Stuff Enterprises
Patrick and Mary Thornton
Bob and Bertha Tribuno
Bryan and Carol Vester
Maxine Welch*
Brenda Lou Werner-Wilson
Jasmine and Mickey Wu

Companions in Compassion
$250 – $499
Tom and Kathleen Aler
dAlliant Energy Foundation
Alternative Gift Markets, Inc.
Anthony and Hui Li Anderson
Anacis and Polly Aseyes
Patty Barnes
Beta Sigma Phi
Teresa and Robert Canfield
Steven and Jeanne Carneff
Pam Carstens
Tim and Janice Charles
Charles Crawley and Libby Slappey
John and Anne Cunningham
Susan Enze
Brian Fagan
Bill Fletcher
Mary Geseing
Teaga Halte
Kate Hawkins
Norbert and Suzanne Homeseth
Hennessey’s Irish Sports Pub
International Paper
Kennedy High School
Maureen and Joseph Kenney
Shelia Keily
Eric Lam and Mary Taylor
Susan Liddell
Becky and Clay Lindwall
Jerome and Cecilia McCollum
Joe and Barbara McGrane
Delores Hiner McNeill
Ed and Mary Meissner
Paul Morris
Mina Mouhda
Beth Orth
Mary Orth
John and Clara Pallo
Deborah Persaud
Jeff and Michelle Pitz
Red Frog
Bill and Merilee Rosberg
Gary and Cathy Rozek
Susan and JD Schlotterback
St. Isidore Catholic Church
Don and Mary Thompson
Mary and Allan Thoms
Lynn Tiemann
Kathleen Todd
Kurt Wagner
Jeanne Wampler
Mark and Jon Watson
Kristen and Kyle Wilcox
Mary Young

Companions in Comfort
$100 – $249
Tracey Achenbach
Sheri Albrecht and Steve Carriger
All Saints Church
Theresa Alt
Roseanne Altshenhofen
Phyllis Anderson
Douglas Anderson
Janet Appleton
Tom and Linda Armitage
Martha Barry
Jim and Sue Beck
Darren and Patricia Benzing
Helen and Dan Boller
Rev. Michael and Suzanne Blouin
Margie and Kenneth Bodensteiner
Jeanne and Mark Bomermann
Amy Johnson Boyle
Mary Jane and James Brandes
John and Karen Brandt
Peter and Joan Bryant
John Buckridge
Mindi Bucklin
Robert and Jacquie Buschette
CarePro Health Services
Jane and Chris Carlson
Jessica Carney
Dana Carter
Bibiana and Daniel Chadwick
Chappy’s Safari Lounge
Carol Chipokas
Coe College
Josephine Cook
Sr. Mary Corkery
Theresa Raftis Crawn
CSA Lodge of Jr. American Czech
Alice Bualeana Daughtery
Elinor and James Day
Angela and Matthew Dockter
Lee and Norma Drilling
Bill and Jan Duffy
Brenda Ehret
Jack and Nancy Evans
Christine Evan-Schwart
First Presbyterian Church
Dennis and Lila Ferke
Sr. Lucy Frein
Clare Frost
Patrick Fuleihan and
DeLane Shaehee
GE Capital
GE Foundation
Sr. Sheila Gerachy
Brian and Beth Globokar
Michelle Green
Ruth Green
Angi Greene
Marc and Cathy Gullickson
Kathy Hall
Kay Halloran
Holly Hanson
Joseph and Carol Hartman
Ted and Tish Healey
Ann and Eric Hean
Jennifer Hoffman
Steve and Janet Holtman
Todd and Lynn Holzoner
Kathy Horan
Virginia Hunstad
Jonathan and Karla Ice
Marion Jacobs
Glenn and Bridge Janus
Celeste and Jerry Johannes
Gene Ann Johnson
Gloria Kenney
Deb and Steven Kerska
Irene Khouri
Barry Kirsch
Cynthia Klein
Rev. Walter Kleinhehn
Celine Klisterman
Ted and Sharon Knutson
David and Barbara Koch
Joan and Robert Kocher
L.L. and Marlys Kula
Dr. Carlton and Wilma Lake
Paula and Dana Land
Shelia and William Landers
Mary Larson
James LeMaster
Clair and Mary Lensing
Thea Leslie
Zinia and Leonardo Lim
Linn Area Credit Union
Brian and Patit Little
Stephen and Cindy Legue
Mark and Ann Lorenz
Rebecca Luftkenhaus
Maureen Maddigan
Mahoney’s CR Inc.
Michael and Louise Malakoff
John Maschman and Brianna Schwenk Maschman
Valerie McCollister
William and Mary Lou McCartan
Emma McCormick, Quinn McCormick and Molly Johnson McCormick
Judy McDowell
Lawrence McGrath
Bob and Louise McMaster
Dave and Mary Melchert
Ellen Mika
James and Kathryn Miller
Joy Monsma
Lisa and Merlin Morris
Moxie Salon
Sriga and Karen Mukhopadhyay
William Mulcahey and Damari Farnam
Brendan Murphy
Drs. Kevin Murray and Janet Merfeld
Paul Naujoks
Melissa Nelson
Jim and Kathy Nelson

Gifts made between July 2013 and June 2014 are included in these donor lists. If we have made a mistake in the way you are identified or if your name was omitted from a list, we apologize. To help us correct our information, please contact us at 319-363-4993.
Companions in Trust
$50 – $99
Grace Adriance
E. William and J. Arlene Allison
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller<br>and
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller

Companions in Confidence
$1 – $49
Maries and Norman Jacobsen
Baker’s Donuts
Mary Lou Potzmeck
Marella Partzline
Ms. Mary Susan Pozinsky
Dr. John and Joyce Puck
Thomas and Connie Pynn
Cathy and Kent Rapada
Elaine and Jeffrey Raus mann
Dr. David and Mary Jo Rater
Reenie Reilly
Kathleen Reyer
Riley’s Cafe
Theresa Robinson
Nicki Rose
Ryan Companies US Inc.
Mike and Leslie Sanders
Floyd and Sharon Sanders
Stephen and Susan Scheckel
Dennis Schissel
Duronda Schloe
Kathryn and Aaron Shaffer
Dan Shaefer
Steven and George Shepherd
Dr. Gerald and Nancy Shirk
Susan Shawlor
William and Teddy Shuttleworth
Marilyn Sippy
Virginia Smith
Serotonin International
Lawrence and Elie Spielbauer
Sheri Springman
St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church
Donna Staves
Sue Stevens
Diane Stevens
Michael and Susan Stibal
Anne and Nick Strittmater
David and Karen Thienes
Sr. Loretta Thul
Johannes Tjele
Thomas and Karen Tjelmeland
Robert and Rita Toneman
Kevin and Melissa Torner
Transamerica Foundation
Steven Uderman
Kristi Unach
Union Station Bar and Grill
Erica Voichick
Mary Lu Wess
Solveig Walsstrom
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller
and
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller

Nancy Henkenius
Tricia Hoffman-Simanek and Brad Simanek
Henkamp Krueger & Co. PC
Marcella and Marvin Hessch
Robert Jenkins
Terry Jones
Jump for Joy Mind Body
Fitness LLC
Yadriana Kavitz
William Kennedy
Keystone Cedars
Keystone Place at Blairs Ferry
Flora Kitzman
Ann Kleinman
Jess Knutson
Modonna Kula
John Lee
Virginia Lettinga
Betty Lindholm
Scott and Wynelle Lindsey
John and Barbara Lindstrom
Luan and John Luktenhaus
John and Sue MacGregor
Larry Maier
Paul and Mary Ellen Mann
Irene McAleer
Dorothy Minnich
Peggy and James Meeh
Mary Miskevich
Janet Moore-Ecker
Debra and James Mueller
Thomas and Margaret Murphy
Debra Nelson
Robert and Karen Nemecak
C. H. Nicholson
Andrea and Paul Nus
S. Susan O’Connor
Christine Olson
Scott E. and Penny Olson
Jean Oxley
Jim and Kathleen Parent
Susan Pearson
John and Lisa Peloquin
Barb and Phil Peterson
Pita Phi Alumnae Club
Bob and Susan Pinchotti
Al Pink
Malinda Peduska
Lyne Postma
Richard and Lois Raczyński
Ms. Dorothy Ramsey
Daanee and George Robins on
Alicia Rock
Rockwell Collins Charitable
Corporation
Dick and Kate Rose
Dwain and Kay Rosenberg
Mary Sauser
Emmett and Ann Schermann
John and Carolyn Schmitz
Julie and Tom Seedorff
Paul and Maribeth Stanley
James and Carolyn Sigmund
Brent Smith
Gary and Nancy Strandberg
Marilyn Sweet
Megan Tabor
Sally Taylor
Carole Teator
Sr. Kathy Thomson
Diane Thoason
Robert Tracy
Barb and D. Eric Tupper
Vigil Turner
Robert Tumis
Frances Vanbaek
Melanie Vevera
Karen Visek
Carrie Wagner
Herbert and Mitzi Wamboldt
Margaret White
Monna Whitters
Sr. Mary Cephas Wichman
Dr. Martin and Diane Wiesfeld
Jo Wilch
Cathy Winch
Jim and Sarah Wittebol
Dr. Dave and Carol Wolf
Duane and Jeann Wood

Solveig Walsstrom
Jim and Marilyn Podgorski
John North
Oelvet Presbyterian Church
O’Brien’s
Lisa Paulus
Ken and Shirley Peacock
Bob and Melissa Pence
Becky Picard
Jim and Marilyn Podgorski
Sr. Mary Lou Potzmeck
Marella Partzline
Ms. Mary Susan Pozinsky
Dr. John and Joyce Puck
Thomas and Connie Pynn
Cathy and Kent Rapada
Elaine and Jeffrey Rausmann
Dr. David and Mary Jo Rater
Reenie Reilly
Kathleen Reyer
Riley’s Cafe
Theresa Robinson
Nicki Rose
Ryan Companies US Inc.
Mike and Leslie Sanders
Floyd and Sharon Sanders
Stephen and Susan Scheckel
Dennis Schissel
Duronda Schloe
Kathryn and Aaron Shaffer
Dan Shaefer
Steven and George Shepherd
Dr. Gerald and Nancy Shirk
Susan Shawlor
William and Teddy Shuttleworth
Marilyn Sippy
Virginia Smith
Serotonin International
Lawrence and Elie Spielbauer
Sheri Springman
St. John the Baptist
Catholic Church
Donna Staves
Sue Stevens
Diane Stevens
Michael and Susan Stibal
Anne and Nick Strittmater
David and Karen Thienes
Sr. Loretta Thul
Johannes Tjele
Thomas and Karen Tjelmeland
Robert and Rita Toneman
Kevin and Melissa Torner
Transamerica Foundation
Steven Uderman
Kristi Unach
Union Station Bar and Grill
Erica Voichick
Mary Lu Wess
Solveig Walsstrom
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller
and
Alex and Sarah Wetsen
WDG Inc.
Paul and Gail Williams
Jacquelyn and Mark Witte
Yunshen Ye
Robert Yeats*
Claudia Young and Pam Eller

Companions in Trust
$50 – $99
Grace Adriance
E. William and J. Arlene Allison
Alex and Pegi Anton
James and Therese Archibald
Daniel and Marianne Arndorfer
Kathryn Barr
Peggy Beasstorm
Bill Bennett
Todd Bergen
Jim and Connie Birmingham
Margaret Birmingham
Jeanne Bjornson*
Mary Lou Blanchard
Mgr. Russell Bleich
Pamela Boxa and Jeff Brandon
Dick and Kitty Brightbach
Joanne Carbaugh
Carmela Chafios
Robert and Loretta Coles
Lee and Jay Clancy
Ellen Cleveland
Joseph and Gail Conlan
CR Glass Company
James Curran and Mary Russell
Alice and Chris Dahl
Carol and Michael Daly
Beatrice Davis
Robert De Koning
Richard and Joanne DiGian tanton
Ms. Kathryn Dotter
Lois Donovan
Brian and Sue Driscoll
S. Susan Dunwell
Sally Engelston
John and Dana Erhart
Arline Esshual
Donald Esshual
Jim and Andrea Farren
Dave and Barbara Fischer
Romaine Foege
Sr. Richelle Friedman
Gloria Frost
Doris Gity*
Ed and Rosemary German
Sharon and Dave Harris
Pat and James Healy
Andrew Helle
Nancy Henkenius
Tricia Hoffman-Simanek and Brad Simanek
Henkamp Krueger & Co. PC
Marcella and Marvin Hessch
Robert Jenkins
Terry Jones
Jump for Joy Mind Body
Fitness LLC
Yadriana Kavitz
William Kennedy
Keystone Cedars
Keystone Place at Blairs Ferry
Flora Kitzman
Ann Kleinman
Jess Knutson
Modonna Kula
John Lee
Virginia Lettinga
Betty Lindholm
Scott and Wynelle Lindsey
John and Barbara Lindstrom
Luan and John Luktenhaus
John and Sue MacGregor
Larry Maier
Paul and Mary Ellen Mann
Irene McAleer
Dorothy Minnich
Peggy and James Meeh
Mary Miskevich
Janet Moore-Ecker
Debra and James Mueller
Thomas and Margaret Murphy
Debra Nelson
Robert and Karen Nemecak
C. H. Nicholson
Andrea and Paul Nus
S. Susan O’Connor
Christine Olson
Scott E. and Penny Olson
Jean Oxley
Jim and Kathleen Parent
Susan Pearson
John and Lisa Peloquin
Barb and Phil Peterson
Pita Phi Alumnae Club
Bob and Susan Pinchotti
Al Pink
Malinda Peduska
Lyne Postma
Richard and Lois Raczyński
Ms. Dorothy Ramsey
Daanee and George Robins on
Alicia Rock
Rockwell Collins Charitable
Corporation
Dick and Kate Rose
Dwain and Kay Rosenberg
Mary Sauser
Emmett and Ann Schermann
John and Carolyn Schmitz
Julie and Tom Seedorff
Paul and Maribeth Stanley
James and Carolyn Sigmund
Brent Smith
Gary and Nancy Strandberg
Marilyn Sweet
Megan Tabor
Sally Taylor
Carole Teator
Sr. Kathy Thomson
Diane Thoason
Robert Tracy
Barb and D. Eric Tupper
Vigil Turner
Robert Tumis
Frances Vanbaek
Melanie Vevera
Karen Visek
Carrie Wagner
Herbert and Mitzi Wamboldt
Margaret White
Monna Whitters
Sr. Mary Cephas Wichman
Dr. Martin and Diane Wiesfeld
Jo Wilch
Cathy Winch
Jim and Sarah Wittebol
Dr. Dave and Carol Wolf
Duane and Jeann Wood
Nancy and Kevin Prochaska
R.A.R.E Club of Walker
David Rasmussen
Regis Middle School
Sr. Monica Marie Reichmuth
Diane Richman
Sylvia Riba*
Anita and CJ Robinson
Jean and James Rogers
ivan and Eleanor Rohde
Wendy Roes*
Rotary Club of Cedar Rapids
Dave and Patti Sampson
David Savino
Barbara Schmoll
Lois and Fred Schuchmann
Scott and Mary Jo Seibert
Wendell Sents
Mary Sharp
Jane Simeon
Sharyl Singletad
Joanne Smith
Richard and Leona Smith
Teddi Smith
Elizabeth Spaight
St. Matthew Church
St. Matthew Church-Social Concern
St. Paul’s United Methodist Church
Melanie and Ronald Stahlberg
Barbara Sullivan
Dae Sullivan
Sr. Shari Sutherland
Angel Suttie
Sherry Swanson
John and Pamela Swenson
Karen Taylor
Jeanne and Lyle Ternus
Jeanne Thines
Ray and Pam Thys
Judy Tey
Mary Teddyway
Pat and James Turner
Dick and Liz Vailiere
Marc Van Buren
Ann Veste
Wake Up For Your Rights
Marilue Watkins
Sr. Margaret Weigel
Jerald and Betty Weiland
Donna and Greg Weiss
James and Jessica White
Kathy Wilkens
Dob and Mike Williams
John and Virginia Wilts
Sr. Mary Wilma Wolf
Sr. Mary Janine Wolff
Brian and Barbara Worley

Mission Society Members
Sisters of Mercy West,
Midwest Community Sisters
Sisters of Charity, Dubuque
Sisters of Charity, Cincinnati

Ruth Allomartt
Wilma Blosser
Anne and John Cunningham
Beatrice Davis
Gary and Mary Ernst
Don and Rita Erusha Phyllis and Patrick Falconie
William and Margaret Hannan
Charles and Cecilia Henneman
Ken and Ortha Harstad
Margaret “Peggy” Kadlec
Robert and Janis Kazimir
Gerald Knox
Robert and Millie McLain
Bruce and Judy McGrath
Joy Petersen
Barbara and Eliot Prutch
William and Janis Quinby
Jill and Henry Reichs
Maurice and Helen Sinclair
Joanne Stevens and Tom Jackson
Carol Sudmeier
Susan Thayer
Gene and Kathleen Todd
Jan and Mark Watson
Maxine Welch

Kathryn Lawler
Jim and Mona Hayes
Sr. Alice Maiers
Laurie and William Hamen
Jill Petersen
Patrick Fuleihan and DeJane Shaheen
Jodi Joslin
Scott and Wynelle Lindley
Diane Richman
Brent Smith
Melanie and Ronald Stahlberg
Mona Whitters
Libby Slappey
Don and Mary Thompson
Daryl Julich
Jessica Schambberger
Nancy Henkenius
Sisters of Mercy Jubilarians
Sr. Sheila Geraghty
Sr. Sheila Kelly
Sr. Anne Healy
Anna Stuckenbruck
Betty Bockenstedt
Ann Sullivan
Dick and Kitty Breitbach
Sr. Sherrill Sutherland
Don and Mary Thompson
Barb Worley and Sara Todd
Joan and Robert Kocher
Sr. Mary Cephas
Wichman
Mary Larson
Irene McAleer
Sr. Mary Wilma Wolf
Zimia and Leonardo Lim

William Kennedy
Laura and John Locher
Judy McDowell
Lawrence McGrath
Debra and James Mueller
Robert and Margaret Pence
Virginia Smith
Joanne and Lyle Ternus
Kathleen Todd
George and Blanche Sveboda
Robert and Rita Tomanek
Geri Ballard
Maretra Portzline
Henry Waechs
Jim and Kathleen Parent
Joanne Nelson
Jim and Kathy Nelson
Joyce McAleer
Kathleen Reyner
Judy Grove
Douglas Anderson
Lawrence Vando
Sr. Susan Dunnwald
Leonard and Jean Maschman
John Maschman
Margaret O’Connor
Anita and CJ Robinson
Marie Schimberg
Laura and John Locher
Mary Hennessey
Jeannie Stevens
Mary Jane Dedels and Jenine T. Pinchotti
Bob and Susan Pinchetti
Michael Brandes
Mary-Jane and James Brandes
Mina’s Parents
Mina Moudha
Delores’s Mom
Dolores Hiner McKee!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson
Theresa Robinson
Orville and Lucille Conlan
Joseph and Gail Conlan
Patricia McAleer Burds
Kathleen Reyner
Peggy Kadlec
Steven and Carol Kadlec
Sallie Brewerst
Gretchen and Fritz Meltberg
Sher Jasperee
E. William and J. Arlene Allison
Anace and Polly Assey
Kathryn Barr
Jann and Gordon Bautian
Clyde and Leatrice Bean
Peggy Beastrum
Mike and Jenny Becker
Margorie Becker
Bill Bennett
Margaret Birmingham
Jim and Connie Birmingham
Peter and Jan De Koning
Dave and Susan Driscoll
Jeri Dunow
Bill and Jon Duffy
Mark and Angie Dowak
Linda East
Marcia and Allan Eggers
Christine Evans-Schwartz
Lois Fergus
Vicki Finkstein
Connie Fullmer Dunkin
Je Ella Fink
Georgia Fusto
Roy and Debra Gaddis
Berta Giely
Donald and Martheen Griffin
Margaret Hauf
Pat and James Haury
Daniel and Lenore Heckart
Patricia and Robert Heyer
Marcella and Marvin Hosch
Frederick and Phyllis Hubler
Mary Jane and R. Ivins
George and Nancy Jasperee
Lorey Jenson
Beryl Julich
Larry Kursh
Flora Kitzman
Paule and Dana Land
Thea Leslie
Virginia Lettinga
Betty Lindholm
Scott and Wynelle Lindsay
Laura and John Locher
Sr. Angele Lutgen
Barbara Mathand
Nancy McHugh
Margaret Merideth
Donna and Guenter Merkie
Eileen Meyer
Marlene Meyers
Mary Miskimen
Joy Monsma
Janet Moore-Ecker
Ron and Sue Olson

Richard and Heidi Pankey
Lisa Paulus
Susan Pearson
Cheri Pettitbone
Lynne Postma
Jean and James Rogers
Bill and Merilee Roseberg
Dick and Kate Rose
Mike and Leslie Sandberg
John and Carolyn Schmidt
Scott and Mary Jo Seibert
Wendell Sents
Mary Sharp
Susan Shullow
Jane Simeon
Sharyl Singletad
Richard and Leona Smith
Gary and Nancy Strandberg
Marilyn Sweet
John and Pamela Swenson
Carolee Teeter
Diane Thompson
Judy Tey
Marc Van Buren
Frances Vanbaak
Ann Veste
Herbert and Mitzi Wamboldt
Marilue Watkins
Mark and Jan Watson
Dob and Mike Williams
Cathy Winch
Jim and Sarah Wittnebel
Duane and Joann Wood
Brian and Barbara Worley

Jasmine and Mickey Wu
Sr. Adele Marie Dougan, RSM
Sr. Mary K. Doughan
Sr. Eugene Marie
Stephen and Susan Scheckel
Sr. Laura Reicks, RSM
Henry and Jill Reicks
Sr. Mary de Lelis Welch
Peggy and James Meek
William D. Martin
Joan Martin

Gfts made between July 2013 and June 2014 are included in this donor list. If we have made a mistake in the way you are identified or if your name was omitted from a list, we apologize. To help us correct our information, please contact us at 319-363-4993.

319-363-4993 • www.cmc-cr.org
The Catherine McAuley Center offers hope and opportunity through basic education for adults and transitional housing for women.

Catherine McAuley Center, Inc.
866 Fourth Avenue SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52403-2423

Investing for Another 25 Years

25th Anniversary Gift Challenge
“I chose to make a lead gift to the 25th Anniversary Campaign in recognition of the Catherine McAuley Center’s milestone which represents significant impact in our community. I encourage you to join me in supporting the next 25 years with a $1,000 gift. Help us transform lives today and into the future.”
Maureen Kenney, Board Member/Past President

Invest in CMC
“As we close out our 25th year, we ask you to join Maureen and other board members in support of our Anniversary Campaign to support our expanding services with an increase in your annual gift.”
Paula Land, Executive Director

Grow our Endowment
“We also need help to grow our endowment at the Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation. A gift before December 31 to the CMC Friends Fund could allow you to receive a 25 percent tax credit in addition to the federal charitable income tax deduction for certain charitable gifts. Take advantage of the Endow Iowa tax credit and help us reach our $10,000 goal in 2014.”
Michele Brock, Resource Development Committee Chair/Board Member

25th Anniversary Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
Catholic Financial Life
General Mills
Guaranty Bank
Hills Bank
Schimberg Company

Bronze Sponsors
Collins Community Credit Union
D.C. Taylor Company
Guaranty Bank & Trust Co.
Farmers State Bank

Friends of CMC
BankIowa
Acumen
Destinations Unlimited, Inc.